APPENDIX - F

Questionnaire for Trained Rural Women

Instructions: Please read each statement/question carefully. Mark the response which you think is the most appropriate. There are no right or wrong answers. Try to give the first response that comes to your mind. Don't leave any item unanswered.

Importance of Family Planning

1. Family planning means to have children whenever and as many as the couple wants.
2. Adoption of family planning measures helps mothers protect and maintain their health.
3. All mothers should use the family planning measures.
4. Family planning is the solution to social and financial problems.
5. No body has control over the birth of child, it is the boon of the God.

Health Education and Childcare.

6. It is mother's responsibility to look after the children.
7. The mother should know the cause of the diseases the child suffers from.
8. It is not necessary to know the causes of child diseases if a hospital is nearby.
9. When the child is sick the jhankri (witch doctor) should be consulted not the doctor.
10. Carelessness of parents is the main cause of accidents of the child.
11. It is the responsibility of both the parents to train the child (baby) in eating, dressing up and cleaning by himself.

Measures adopted to prevent the child from burning.

12. Measures suggested by RW:
   a. Not to let the child play, sit or sleep near fire.
   b. Keep the match box and fire completely out of reach of the child.
   c. Explain about the consequence of fire to them.
   d. Mother must always be careful.
   e. If the child gets burnt take him to the doctor.

Measures adopted to prevent the Children from falling.

13. Measures suggested by RW to protect babies from falling:
   a. take care of the child.
   b. do not let the child play alone.
   c. do not put the child near places where there are possibilities of falling (window, staircase etc.)
   d. do not leave the child alone while asleep
   e. put the child in a safe room or big cradle from where there is no possibility of falling.
   f. Arrange for baby sitter.

Safety measures for avoiding the accidents due to the use of sharp weapon.

14. Measures suggested by RW to protect child from accident caused out of weapons.

   a. after use keep kitchen knife in a safe place where the child cannot reach.
b. do not let the child play with such weapons.

c. do not put weapons/tools where children usually play.

d. teach them that weapons may cut.

Knowledge on breast-feeding.

15. What did the women workers tell you about breast feeding?

a. did not tell anything (not taught).

b. frequently breastfeed so that milk start coming.

c. breastfeed for two years.

d. while breastfeeding put the baby in a comfortable position.

e. breast feeding is better than bottle-feeding.

f. wash breast and hand before feeding.

g. after the age of six months supplementary food be given to child.

h. if the mother is unable to breast-feed the child use pure buffalow milk.

The diet for Women during Pregnancy and after Delivery.

16. What should a woman eat during delivery of the baby?

a. donot know

g. ghee and gur (Jaggery)
b. not taught

h. fruits

c. balanced food

i. seafood
d. protein.

j. green leaves
e. milk

k. Jwano soup

f. Meat curry

l. Egg.
m. Daal

n. vitamins
Medicines taken during pregnancy.

17. If you had taken medicine during pregnancy, on whose advice did you take?
   a. on doctor's advice
   b. on doctor's advice only vitamins
   c. on WW's advice
   d. no medicine was taken.
   e. do not have child
   f. unmarried.

Importance of Education.

After receiving training from FTC:

18. have you sent your children regularly to school?
19. have some rural women opened pre-primary schools?
20. parents need not worry about the education of their daughters as much as they do of their sons.
21. sending children to school is also to prevent them going astray.
22. do you think that training has helped to boost up your self confidence?

Food preparation and Home Management.

After completing the training under FTP:

23. have you learnt to cook different types of dishes from the same food stuff?
24. have you learnt to cook food without destroying the nutritive elements of food?
25. do the members of the family like to eat the new dishes you prepare?
26. have you learnt to cook food for small children, sick and old persons and women under maternity care?

27. you have learnt: cleaning the house and the surroundings is the job of women.

28. have you ever planned your household budget?

29. cleanliness make the house look beautiful, pleasant and healthy to live in.

30. have you ever kept the accounts of your household affairs?

31. do you save a little money from each month's expenses?

Use of Vocational Skills.

After the completion of training organized by the women workers,

32. do you tailor dresses yourself for the family members?

33. have you been earning something by preparing/the making baskets, mats, trays, tailoring etc.?

34. is there a cottage industry in your village?

35. do handicraft center and cottage industry centre help landless women to earn a living.

36. with vocational knowledge skills and craft the women do not have to depend upon the male members of the family for pocket expenditure to spend the way they want to.

Social Awareness and Political Consciousness.

After the completion of training organized by the women workers:

37. have you protested against the existing social mal-practices as child marriage, polygamy, untouchability etc.?
38. have you protested against social crimes and corruptions?

39. do you know that the wife has as much the right as the husband do to divorce?

40. do you know that women have equal right to make decision for the welfare of the family as well as for national development?

41. rural women also have become the members of Panchayat.

42. do you have the ability to differentiate between good and bad.

43. do you know whom should you vote for in the election.

Opinion about WW.

44. women workers help all those who need help

45. women workers sacrifice even their self for others welfare.

46. women workers give practical advice and suggestions.

47. women workers encourage others in the task of development society.

48. women workers are the real leaders of the village.

49. women workers are the real social workers.

50. women workers are inseparable in the task of rural development.

51. do you like to be a woman worker?
Attitude towards FTP

52. do you believe in FTP's role in developing socio-economic status of rural life?

53. Are rural women eager to join training programme?

54. Do you think FTP should be regularly conducted in the villages?

55. Do you think trained rural women are eager to repeat the training?

56. Will the rural women join even if they have to pay fees for the training?